We grabbed two coffees and a booth for our usual round of Saturday catch-up at the local diner. We talked about how the comedy scene was slowly turning around (finally!).

We had we’d been born fifteen or twenty years earlier, when San Francisco was one of the top cities in the country work, when Robin Williams performed several nights a week.

Back then, Margaret Cho left home at sixteen hit the road; now, at seventeen, usually had to lie our way into the clubs. The Punch Line wouldn’t let us in without a parent – they kidding? Because we were still sixteen, no gig was a waste, not for Conan or Letterman might spot us that for someday and ask us to perform.

Although the school year had just begun, Saturday morning yak-fest was fast becoming a senior-year routine. It never got Abby sixteen and present my inch closer to playing clubs, but it reassured us that weren’t wasting our time practicing into recorders and mirrors for nothing, that actually might have a minuscule shot.
being funny for a living. We two more coffees to go, without at waste no ordered two
then to Union Square for Saturday Ritual two. For years living headed senior number wouldn’t country
our school had had community service requirement for seniors.

Most the other students had volunteered in church
of scout someday a line school
or homeless shelter, but not . Because Abby had been going to the Zen Center volunteered us square
since she was twelve, she talked one of the monks into signing off on our “outreach program.”
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